
Chapter 4  

Skill 1: A Beloved Child 

“Even if my father and mother abandon me, the Lord will hold me close” (Psalm 27:10). 

 I once attended a Christian retreat. One evening, after the speaker finished his talk, the 

musician continued to play. I felt drawn to the front of the auditorium where there were steps for 

people to kneel and pray. I knelt down on the steps and closed my eyes. Suddenly, a thought 

came barreling through my mind: “I want to be your Dad!”  

 The words were exactly what I, a young man at the time, needed from the Lord. Tears 

rolled down my cheeks as thoughts flooded my mind of my father leaving my mom and the years 

of abuse I’d endured from my stepfather. Hearing the word “Dad” brought me back to a place I 

hadn’t visited for years. The word spoke directly to my orphaned heart, exposing a very tender 

place of need.  

 As a child, I desperately desired a dad. What boy doesn’t want a father who will teach 

him how to play sports, cheer him on from the stands, teach him how to build things, show him 

how to hunt or camp, and tell him he is the greatest son ever? What girl doesn’t want a father 
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who will cherish her, be available for her and active in her life. Someone who’s able and willing 

to protect her and joyfully provide for her, yet who’s patient, present and engaged. When my 

stepfather first came into my life, my heart hoped he might be the dad I had always dreamed of. 

But when the abuse began, I locked that part of my heart shut and threw away the key. I’d had a 

father—he abandoned me. I’d had a stepfather—he abused me. What I needed was a dad, 

someone who was strong enough, tender enough, concerned enough, wise enough, wealthy 

enough, patient enough, and engaged enough to lead me out of the black hole in my heart and 

into new life. For years, deep down, I longed for that strong, fathering man to be a part of my 

life. But he never appeared. After I was able to flee my abusive stepdad, I shut down the part of 

my heart that desired to be the much-loved child of a father. Holding on to that hope was too 

painful. But staying closed off was painful too. 

 Hearing those words that night, opened my eyes to the way I viewed life up to that point: 

You are fatherless. Abandoned. You are on your own. After crying myself out, I accepted God’s 

offer. I didn’t know exactly what it meant yet, but I knew that finally I was going to have a dad. 

 That experience changed so much. I finally, fully allowed my heavenly Father to be what 

he always was, my True Dad. When I opened this part of my heart to Him, his Spirit entered that 

broken region I had locked away as a child and reassured me that I was not “fatherless”—I was 

his beloved child. When we open up our heart to God in this way, “God’s Spirit touches our 

spirits and confirms who we really are. We know who he is, and we know who we are: Father 

and children” (Romans 8:15-17 MSG). It is out of this beloved child revelation that we enter the 

headwaters of wholeheartedness and wade out into the satisfying life Jesus promised. “This 
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resurrection life you received from God is not a timid, grave-tending life. It’s adventurously 

expectant, greeting God with a childlike “What’s next, Papa?” (Romans 8:15-17 MSG). 

A Wilder Love 

 I wonder how Jesus would have fared in the wilderness without the encouraging words he 

heard from his Father: “You are my Son, chosen and marked by my love, pride of my life” (Mark 

1:11 MSG). Like all of us, Jesus’ path from one way of living to a more expansive one was 

preceded by a wilderness. Before Jesus could bring forth a new revelation, he had to walk 

through it. He had to be tested and tried. Can you see what a gift the words spoken to Jesus by 

his heavenly Father were to him? How necessary they were? “I love you. You’re my kid.”  

If Jesus ever had any doubt that he was a beloved child prior to his baptism, there was no 

doubt of it after. “You are my Son, chosen and marked by my love, pride of my life” was forever 

tattooed into the identity of his heart. It’s almost as if God whispered, I know you’ve got this. 

This is going to be hard, but I’m proud of you. You’ve got what it takes. This isn’t punishment. 

This is preparation. Know that “Even if [your] father and mother abandon [you, I] the Lord will hold 

[you] close” (Psalm 27:10 NLT). My parental love will be your defense in the wilderness. You are 

not alone, broken, a screw up, a failure; no, you are my child and I’m deeply proud of you. And 

do you see that God poured this pride and joy into his Son before Jesus ever performed one 

ministry miracle? Being a child is what you are—your identity—not what you do. The identity 

his heavenly Parent gave him in that moment is exactly the same identity God, your heavenly 

Parent, wants you to grasp for yourself. You are a beloved child, the pride of His life.  
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Your True Father  

 Our souls were designed to be loved by a loving father. This primal father-need in us all 

cannot be downplayed, diminished or dismissed. It was placed there by God. So deep is the 

desire for “Dad,” that even the best earthly fathers can’t entirely satisfy it. Though a good earthly 

father can bless us richly—instilling within us strength, confidence, and courage—they were 

never meant to be our end all in this area. The only one who can satiate our father-need is God—

our True Father—the inventor of fatherhood, fathering, and father-love. To satisfy our soul’s 

search to be the much loved child of a loving father, requires each of us to look beyond our 

earthly father(s) to embrace our eternal Father. Our True Dad is strong enough, tender enough, 

concerned enough, wise enough, wealthy enough, patient enough, and engaged enough to fulfill 

every father-need in our soul and lovingly father us through anything our earthly dad(s) didn’t.  

There is nothing God wouldn’t do to prove this to you. 

 “So, what do you think? With God on our side like this, how can we lose? If God didn’t 

hesitate to put everything on the line for us, embracing our condition and exposing himself to the 

worst by sending his own Son, is there anything else he wouldn’t gladly and freely do for us?” 

(Romans 8:31-32 MSG) 

 The Father was willing to bankrupt heaven—“by sending his own Son”—for the chance 

that you might discover who you truly are—His much beloved child. The God who asked me if 

he could be my Dad at that Christian retreat, is asking you the same thing. You won’t regret 

accepting his offer, for when you do “the Holy Spirit [will make] God’s fatherhood real to [you] 

as he whispers into [your] innermost being, “You are God’s beloved child!”” (Romans 8:16 
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TPT). Let’s take a moment and respond to God’s request now. I’ve included the following prayer 

as a guide: 

 Yes, I invite you into my heart and soul to be my True Father.  

 Creator of my soul, Creator of all father-love and father-need, I need you here. I 

need your fathering. Come, Healing God, and heal me here in the place of father. I open 

my story of fathering to you, God. I invite you into my need for a father. Be my Father as 

you promised. 

 I am giving all this to you, God. Forgive me for taking this need to other places; I 

am opening it to you now. I forgive my father(s). I do. I forgive him and release him, and I 

invite your father-love into this place in my soul. Fill me with your strength, courage and 

confidence. 

 In Jesus' name, amen. 

A Mother’s Love 

 Not long after my Mom and Rod married, my older brother, stepbrothers and I started 

stealing, incessantly. During this season, we swiped toys, comic books, candy and, occasionally, 

even stole cash from my mother’s purse. There was no logical reasoning to why we did so. Our 

family enjoyed two incomes. We boys were in a much more financially prosperous situation than 

any of us had ever experienced prior. We didn’t need to steal, but the strange gratification we 

experienced after each successful “job”, was addicting. We couldn’t stop. 

 Until recently, I had always believed my season of shoplifting to be an erratic adolescent 

phase. That was until I came across an excerpt Becoming Attached, by Dr. Robert Karen, 
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Although all [of the children] stole repeatedly and compulsively, the thefts were often 

pointless…None of them seemed to have any sense of the meaning of what they had done. 

They could not say why they stole, and they seemed impervious to the wrong done to 

others. A child who's been separated from his mother...not only craves her love but also 

the symbols of her love. And so, typically, the young thieves stole milk, food, or money to 

buy food. These are the things they naturally associate with gratification. Often they stole 

from their mothers...a tragically perfect symbolic act.  1

 That definitely got my attention! The similarities with my own history were undeniable. 

And what I’ve discovered since, is that adolescent stealing is one of tell-tale signs of mother 

deprivation. Though I never experienced long durations physically separated from my mom, as I 

had with my biological dad—mother deprivation can occur in plenty of ways much less 

detectable than total desertion—yet, can be just as devastating. 

"Emotionally healthy people, who were both self-reliant and able to rely on others, had 

had home lives in which both parents were loving and emotionally generous and the 

mother had given them a feeling of complete security.”  2

 Living with Rod was anything, but secure. At age 11, my mother’s decision to place me 

 Becoming A+ached, p. 55 1

 Becoming A+ached p. 3822
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in this abusive environment broke trust—and my child heart—and in the wake of it, I pulled 

away internally—detached—from her.  

 Child detachment has devastating consequences. It profoundly shapes an individual’s 

core convictions concerning our world—whether we perceive it as a place of abundance or 

scarcity. Children reared by mothers who are affectionate, attentive and warmly meet their needs, 

tend to posses an inward assurance of abundance—just like their mother’s abundant love, so they 

believe this world to be. Unfortunately, children who are raised by less hospitable mothers, rarely 

share the same core convictions. Like their mother’s less than abundant love, so they also believe 

this world to be. It shapes what they believe about life: Love is scarce. Seize all the affection you 

can—while remaining relationally detached—so if they leave, you can shelter yourself from the 

emotional fallout. 

 Making this connection was incredibly helpful in freeing me from all the shame I was 

experiencing as an adult. I felt ashamed for not experiencing what I perceived a good adult child 

should feel toward their sacrificial single mom. Though, at the time, I sincerely tried to muster 

more affection for her, I could not. Attempting to do so, felt forced, contrived and always left me 

emotionally exhausted. 

 Freedom from this shame came when I discovered that millions of others felt as I did—

emotionally distant from their mom. Understanding when and why I emotionally detached from 

my mom, helped me to stop feeling so ashamed—believing that something was irreversibly 

wrong with me—that I was ungrateful, uncaring or cold-hearted. Learning that most of the 
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people who felt like me, had experienced mother wounds or mother deprivation as well. That 

they, at some time in their childhood, felt as I did—ignored, unloved, unwanted and unvalued by 

their mother. Knowing this, helped me to recognize that my mother’s actions (or lack thereof)—

especially, during the time we lived with Rod—were wrong and wounding. Discovering this, 

ultimately, allowed me to forgive her (something one cannot do, until they acknowledge that 

another’s actions were, in fact, hurtful and wrong), set healthy relational boundaries and learned 

how to maturely love her. (We will discuss this in greater detail during Skill 4: A Mature Love.) 

 No Mom is perfect. Every human has deficiencies, weaknesses and blindspots and, as 

adults, it’s appropriate to honorably take your mom (and dad) off of the pedestal we all place 

them on during childhood. Seeing her for who she is—beyond her role as mother—may even 

free her to feel more comfortable revealing to you the imperfect human she’s always been. It will 

also release you to more appropriately evaluate any unaddressed wounds you may have received

—while being raised by that imperfect person you call Mom.  

  
Mother Wounds 

Mother wounds are real. Children often experience the mother wound when their mother 

• provided support by taking care of the physical needs of the children, but didn’t give 
love, care, and security 

• Was not empathetic of their child’s emotions or didn’t allow them to express negative 
emotions 

• was extra critical 
• expected the child’s support with their own physical or emotional needs 
• wasn’t available to the child either because they had to work or because they were busy 

with their own interests (Do note, however: Mother’s and single mothers can work 
without instilling the mother wound.) 
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• had suffered emotional or physical abuse themselves, didn’t process the trauma, and was 
therefore unable to offer love and nurture 

• had an untreated mental health condition 
• experienced alcoholism or drug addiction  3

Adults dealing with the symptoms of a mother wound often look back on their childhood and 

identify issues such as these: 

• Never feeling they had their mother's approval or acceptance 
• Concerns about not being loved by their mother or not being loved as much as other 

siblings or family members 
• Difficulties in relating to the mother on an emotional level 
• Uncertainty about the relationship with the mother and if it could be lost with a mistake 

or an accident 
• Always trying to do better or to be perfect, to attempt to gain your mother's attention and 

acceptance 
• Feelings of having to protect, care for, or shelter your mother rather than her protecting, 

caring for and sheltering you  4

The Mother Wound Includes the Pain Of: 

• Comparison: not feeling good enough. 
• Shame: consistent background sense that there is something wrong with you. 
• Attenuation: Feeling you must remain small in order to be loved. 
• A persistent sense of guilt for wanting more than you currently have. 

How the Mother Wound Manifests 

• Not being your full self because you don’t want to threaten others. 
• Having a high tolerance for poor treatment from others. 
• Emotional care-taking. 

 Healthline h+ps://www.healthline.com/health/mother-wound#who-has-it3

 Psychology Today h+ps://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/addicEon-and-recovery/4

201910/the-mother-wound
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• Self-sabotage. 
• Being overly rigid and dominating. 
• Conditions such as eating disorders, depression and addictions.  5

 These types of feelings throughout childhood reduce self-esteem, feelings of self-worth, 

and feelings of worthiness to have a positive relationship. Individuals with a mother wound 

always feel incomplete and lacking in their ability to connect with others, while also having 

deeply rooted feelings about the need for perfection and control. 

 So how do we heal from our childhood mother wounds as adults?   

 The healing begins upon our acceptance of this incredible truth, that God not only offers 

to father us, but to mother us as well—affectionately and attentively meeting our mother-need—

instilling within us a deep understanding that even if “my mother forsake me…the Lord will take 

care of me”—and will surely heal and deliver us from shame and our less-than-abundant 

perspectives. 

 As John Eldredge notes, “As God created fatherhood, fathering, father-love and the 

father-need in our soul, so he created motherhood, mothering, mother-love and the mother-need 

in each of us.”  God is the inventor of motherhood and loves us more tenderly and affectionally 6

than any earthly mother could. 

 Bethany Webster h+ps://www.bethanywebster.com/blog/mother-wound-healing/5

 Resilient by John Eldredge 6
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“Can a mother forget the baby at her breast and have no compassion on the child she has 

born? Though she may forget, I will not forget you!” (Isaiah 49:15) 

 Just as each of us must journey beyond our earthly father and embrace God's father-love, 

we must also journey beyond our earthly mother, to embrace God’s mother-love. The good news 

is that no matter what we did or didn’t receive from our earthly mother growing up, God can 

(and joyfully desires to) meet any deficiency experienced with his inexhaustible parental love. 

When our souls unite—attach—to God as our True Mother—we can posses the assurance that 

life is (not lacking, rather) satisfyingly abundant.  

Let’s do that now. I have provided the following prayer to use as a guide: 

 Creator of my soul, Creator of all mother-love and mother-need, I need you here. 

 I need your mother-love. I need the assurance of abundance. I need a deep, 

bonded love with you. I need attachment here, in the place of my soul you created for 

attachment. Come, Healing God, and heal me here in the place of mother. I open my story 

of mothering to you, God. I invite you into my need for maternal love and nourishment. 

Nourish me here, just as you promised. 

 Forgive me for taking this need to other places. I am giving all this to you, God; I 

am opening it to you now. I forgive my mom. I do. I forgive her and release her, and I 

invite your mother-love and mother nourishment, your comfort and solace into this place 
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in my soul. Fill me with attachment love; fill me with the assurance of abundance. Come 

into my primal fears that there will not be enough for me, and fill me with the assurance 

of abundance. 

 In Jesus' name, amen. 

How Much Does God Love Me? 

 God—your True Father and True Mother—loves you. How much does he love you?  

 We find this answer in a prayer Jesus prayed hours before he was crucified. By the way, 

the prayer he prayed here, was specifically for you:  

 “I’m praying not only for [my present disciples] but also for those who will believe in me 

because of … their witness about me.” That they would know that “you [God] love them as much 

as you love me” (John 17:20-23 NLT).  

 The answer to “How much does God love me?” is… God loves you as much as Jesus. 

Jesus’ dying prayer was that you would know that your Creator loves you as much as He loves 

him. Now take a deep breath… Let that sink in for a moment. God loves you as much as he loves 

Jesus. Say it in your mind, “God loves me as much as Jesus” until it feels as natural as that deep 

breath you just took. This was Jesus’ desire that you would receive this revelation. And He’s 

there with you right now, I imagine, smiling ear to ear. He’s been waiting for this moment—

when the prayer he prayed back then, would be answered now. The moment when you would 

fully realize that you are loved, just as he is, by a loving God. You mean everything to your 
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heavenly Parent. You are his child—chosen and marked by his love, pride of his life—and 

nothing can ever change that! 

 Identifying as a much-loved child of a loving God, is the necessary mindset to make it 

through every wilderness you are yet to encounter. It will be the lens you must look through, in 

order to see your way out of the bad lands of life. When your identity is deeply rooted in the 

reality that you are God’s beloved child, you will be able to walk through this wild life instead of 

aimlessly wandering in it. 

 Jesus identified as a beloved child and it is the first skill to be embraced on the 

wholehearted journey. It’s foundational. Every other skill is built upon it. Armed with this 

empowering—beloved child—perspective, we are now equipped to interpret wilderness 

experiences more accurately—not as lack or punishment, but as loving preparation—and are 

ready to take the courageous next step into the “better life” God purposed for us. (In the 

appendix, I have included a list of “Beloved Child” scriptures. Meditating on them, memorizing 

them and praying them will draw you closer to your heavenly Parent, as you continue through 

your wholehearted journey.) 

 As you can imagine, identifying as a Beloved Child of God, shaped Jesus’ character. It 

made him bold, confident and courageous. When your Father is the creator of the universe, you 

hold your head a little higher; you stand a little taller. Jesus is inviting you to do the same.
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